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Acceptance is an elusive topic that of-ten comes up between people who feel placed on the outside. While a 











the stipulation that the disconnected feelings 
will subside.
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championing the personal struggles to over-
come. On some level, there is a sense of  ca-
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Reverberations of  Connectedness
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a reverberation of  connectedness. 
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ter bursting for  from the Noble Room, a
cluster of  even-toned musings from the vi
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together. I feel at home at once. 
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eral pieces. Our writers do more than bring 
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Acceptance is something that needs 
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fect and has a struggle of  their own to over-
come. On some level, there is a feeling of  ca-






ing it is living life. —George Edinger, Editor
Identity
reconstruct the metaphorical walls of  these 
communities to reduce the complexities of  
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will experience how each writer exerts a push, 
an impulse of  tension, just at the borders of  




























that moves us all in the same direction, at least 
in some aspect of  our lives, is an innate im-
pulse to live our lives suspended in a world 
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much aftershave. We all hold a special bond 




what’s important is that we all feel connected
through something. It might be a space, an
area of  interest, or a simple matter of  taste.
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